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ISSUES OF CONCERN 

WBQH La Mera Mera Radio offers its listeners a diverse mix of music, news, consumer 
affairs, educational and inspirational programming. WBQH has identified the following 
as significant issues facing our community this quarter: 

1. Consumer Affairs - These programs provide consumers with proactive 
information and resources to help them with everything from buying a car to 
choosing a health plan, and the fundamentals to protect them from unfair 
business practices. 

2. Safety - Protecting ourselves and our families from harmful situations and 
undesirable outcomes begins with education and understanding levels of risk. 
From spotting dangerous products to avoiding cyber hacks, these programs 
discuss the importance of being aware, thinking smart, and guarding against 
adverse situations. 

3. Health - Making choices toward a healthy and fulfilling life is more than 
managing diet and exercise to ward off illness. These programs address issues 
from better access to health care to new medicines and devices that can 
improve the physical, mental and social well-being of a person's life. They also 
discuss problems that can arise from medical fraud and identity theft. 

4. Education - These programs use storytelling to teach about some of the biggest 
events in modern history and provide a better understanding of the historical 
figures and events that have shaped our nation and the world. 

5. Community and Human Interest - These programs call attention to the 
problems, concerns and achievements we have encountered as a society 
through the eyes of the people who have endured them.  

6. Journalism – Programs about the art and profession of communicating the 
news. 
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MOST SIGNIFICANT ISSUE - RESPONSIVE PROGRAMS 
As part of our continuing effort to serve listeners, WBQH La Mera Mera has broadcast 
programing dealing with issues of concern to members in our community. Programming 
dealing with each issue listed is outlined below: 

1. Consumer Affairs 

10/2 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Michael Meath, spokesman for the American Coalition of Competitive Energy Suppliers 
(AACES) discusses the fact that consumers in most states now have choices in energy 
suppliers, the questions to ask before switching gas of electric companies, and frauds that 
target consumers. 
 
11/6  6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Bruce McClary of the National Foundation for Credit Counseling discusses special hardship 
programs for people in debt, the scams that are surfacing and the protections for people who 
are behind in their rent. 
 
12/25 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Ben Lieberman of the Competitive Enterprise Institute describes the problems associated 
with the push for electric cars which will result in an increased demand for electricity and 
problems with recycling the batteries which contain highly dangerous materials. 

 

2. Safety 

 
10/9 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Debra Berlyn, executive director, Project GOAL, describes the exciting “smart” and 
“connected” technologies introduced at the CES consumer electronics show and how they 
affect the senior population, as well as the many devices being developed to keep all of us 
healthy. 
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10/30 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Joe Hemsley, President of Forward Together Investments addresses concerns about 
investments, the economy, and the value of staying diversified in uncertain times.   
 
12/4 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
John Berlau and the Competitive Enterprise Institute asks, “Is the Government becoming 
more ingrained in the financial system?”  
 
 
 

3. Health 

10/16 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Fall is a pretty time of year, but there are some extra cautions needed during this time of less 
light and very slippery-when-wet leaves.  Mike McArin, of McArin Insurance discusses ways to 
keep your home safer. 
 
11/20 6:00 AM OF CONSUMING INTEREST – 25 min 
Jill Payne, professional counselor and author, explains how we can use childrens’ books to 
help adults and youngsters understand and cope with real-life problems. 
 
 
 

4. Education 
 
10/9 5:00 AM THIS JUST IN – 54 min 
And That’s the Way it Was - A Conversation with Robert Vitarelli.  
He was born in the age of radio but came of age in the golden years of television and 
witnessed decades of history first hand as a producer and director with CBS News. He directed 
news coverage of some of the most significant events in modern U.S. history including the first 
launching of an American (Alan Shepard) into space in 1961, the 1964 Civil Rights Hearings, 
five Presidential Inaugural ceremonies, six political conventions, and funeral services of Robert 
F. Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther King, and Presidents Kennedy and Eisenhower. From 
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McCarthyism to Watergate, legendary CBS Director Robert Vitarelli saw it all.  
 
11/13 5:00 AM THIS JUST IN – 54 min 
The Fight to Write: Women Journalists 
Two centuries of American newswomen talk about their struggles for equality. Maurine 
Beasley, journalism historian and Professor Emerita at the University of Maryland, who helped 
break through the male-dominated walls that persisted for her and many of her colleagues, 
takes a nearly two centuries-long look at women journalists whose fight for equality made 
them heroines of their time.  
Lynn Povich, leader in the historic 1970 class action lawsuit against Newsweek  
Magazine, tells the story of how forty-six Newsweek women charged the magazine with  
discrimination in hiring and promotion, why changes in the law didn't solve everything,  
and what has--and hasn't--changed in the workplace today. 
 
12/18 5:00 AM THIS JUST IN – 54 min 
Words That Changed the World 
“Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!” Those six words, spoken by President Reagan at berlin’s 
Brandenburg Gate, helped lead to the fall of not only the berlin Wall, but of the entire iron 
Curtain. Six iconic words that, if left to the State Department, never would have made it into 
the speech. Twenty-five years later, Ken Duberstein, an advisor to President Reagan, 
remembers the debate behind the decision to go forward with the words that changed the 
world.  
 
 
5. Community and Human Interest 

10/9 7:00 AM MUSIC & THE SPOKEN WORD 4854 – 28 min 
Better Families, Better People 
A family recently went on vacation together. The hope was to create lasting memories and 
opportunities for family bonding. But, as with most family vacations, those high hopes were 
soon tempered by reality. There were good times, but there were also unexpected delays, 
noisy crowds, and hidden expenses that disrupted the family’s carefully laid plans. 
 

10/30 7:00 AM MUSIC & THE SPOKEN WORD 4857 – 28 min  
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The Kilns 
I’m standing in front of a home called “The Kilns,” located in Headington just outside of 
Oxford, England. The home got its name from the fact that it was built on a brickworks site 
long ago. It’s a lovely house surrounded by beautiful gardens, but it would be unremarkable 
except for the fact that the beloved writer and Oxford University professor C. S. Lewis lived 
here for more than 30 years until his death in 1963. He wrote his most notable books here, 
including The Chronicles of Narnia, The Screwtape Letters, and Mere Christianity to name a 
few. 
 

11/13 7:00 AM MUSIC & THE SPOKEN WORD 4858 – 28 min  
Repairing What Is Broken 
Many years ago, a family experienced a little annoyance (like the kind we all face)—they had a 
leaky pipe in the bathroom ceiling. Drip, drip, drip, until a plumber was called and the leak 
repaired. To access the broken pipe, the plumber had to cut a hole in the ceiling. As he 
finished his work, he instructed the family to wait several days for everything to dry before 
patching the hole. 
 

12/4 7:00 AM MUSIC & THE SPOKEN WORD 4813 – 28 min 
The Spirit of Christmas 
Every year at Christmastime, small children put on makeshift costumes and gather household 
props to act out the Nativity story while someone reads from Luke chapter 2. Never mind that 
the real Joseph didn’t wear a fuzzy bathrobe or that the sheep looks suspiciously like the 
family dog. 
 
6. Journalism 
 

10/23 5:00 AM THIS JUST IN – 54 min 
Remembering Tiananmen Square – A Conversation with Bernard Shaw 
The protest in China in the spring of 1989 began on a note of hope. What started as a 
movement toward reform ended in a massacre as the Chinese government cracked down on 
protesters, killing hundreds. Former CNN anchor Bernard Shaw was one of a group of Western 
journalists watching this historic event unfold and he recounts his coverage. 
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11/6 5:00 AM THIS JUST IN – 54 min 
Who needs newspapers?  
A study by the Pew Research Center indicates 95% of new information comes from traditional 
media - most of it from newspapers. Why then do so many people seem to be writing off this 
form of journalism? That's what Paul Steinle and Dr. Sara Brown of Valid Sources set out to 
answer. They talk to moderator Mark Hamrick on their cross-country tour of America's 
newsrooms to see why papers aren't taking their fatal diagnosis lying down. 
 
12/11 5:00 AM THIS JUST IN – 54 min 
Anchormen vs. Funnymen 
PBS news anchor Jim Lehrer and political satirist Mark Russell sit down with Frank Bond of the  
Newseum's "Inside Media" series to separate the jokesters from the journalists. Hear from 
both men on why the role of the newspaper (in both informing the public and training your 
puppy) is not only still important but irreplaceable. 


